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Abstract. The Los Angeles basin is a significant anthro-
pogenic source of major greenhouse gases (CO2 and CH4)

and the pollutant CO, contributing significantly to regional
and global climate change. We present a novel approach for
monitoring the spatial and temporal distributions of green-
house gases in the Los Angeles basin using a high-resolution
spectroscopic remote sensing technique. A new Fourier
transform spectrometer called CLARS-FTS has been de-
ployed since May, 2010, at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)’s
California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sensing
(CLARS) on Mt. Wilson, California, for automated long-
term measurements of greenhouse gases. The instrument de-
sign and performance of CLARS-FTS are presented. From
its mountaintop location at an altitude of 1673 m, the instru-
ment points at a programmed sequence of ground target loca-
tions in the Los Angeles basin, recording spectra of reflected
near-IR solar radiation. Column-averaged dry-air mole frac-
tions of greenhouse gases (XGHG) including XCO2, XCH4,
and XCO are retrieved several times per day for each target.
Spectra from a local Spectralon® scattering plate are also
recorded to determine background (free tropospheric) col-
umn abundances above the site. Comparisons between mea-
surements from LA basin targets and the Spectralon® plate
provide estimates of the boundary layer partial column abun-
dances of the measured species. Algorithms are described for
transforming the measured interferograms into spectra, and
for deriving column abundances from the spectra along with
estimates of the measurement precision and accuracy. The
CLARS GHG measurements provide a means to infer rela-
tive, and possibly absolute, GHG emissions.

1 Introduction

The Los Angeles (LA) basin is a very large anthropogenic
source of the important greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4,
which contribute significantly to regional and global climate
change (Hoornweg, 2010). Recent legislation in California,
the California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB32), man-
dated a statewide cap for greenhouse gas emissions in 2020
at levels that prevailed in 1990 (Croes, 2012). Verifying
the effectiveness of regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emis-
sion control requires high-precision, regional-scale measure-
ment methods combined with models that capture the prin-
cipal anthropogenic and biogenic sources and sinks. The ex-
isting California Air Resources Board (CARB) GHG mea-
surement sites in the Los Angeles area are sparse, with far
fewer sites than the CARB air quality network. Instruments
in the network sample near the surface, where perturbations
from local traffic sources, wind fields and planetary bound-
ary layer (PBL) height changes can induce considerable vari-
ability in measured GHG concentrations on short time scales.
McKain et al. (2012) used the coupled Weather Research and
Forecasting–Stochastic Time-Inverted Lagrangian Transport
(WRF–STILT) model to compare the sensitivity of surface
and total column measurements of CO2 to changes in emis-
sions within the Salt Lake City urban dome. Their simula-
tions indicated that column measurements from the ground or
space are more sensitive to emissions from the greater urban
region than surface point measurements, and less sensitive to
variability in PBL height. Thus, column measurements may
allow for more precise estimation of anthropogenic emission
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trends in cities. Kort et al. (2012) analyzed space-based ob-
servations of the column-averaged dry-air mole fractions of
CO2 from Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT)
over Los Angeles and Mumbai. Despite the relatively sparse
spatial and temporal resolution and coverage provided by
GOSAT, the column measurements showed statistically sig-
nificant gradients between the cities and the surrounding ar-
eas, which could be used to detect emission changes of a few
percent per year over a 5–10 yr observation period.

Despite the advantages inherent in the measurement of in-
tegrated column abundances, existing satellite and ground-
based remote sensing instruments do not provide the tempo-
ral and spatial coverage required to quantify megacity GHG
emissions. The repeat cycles and swaths of the orbital tracks
of space-based instruments in low Earth orbits (e.g., GOSAT
currently in orbit, Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2)
to be launched in July, 2014) do not provide daily moni-
toring of GHG emissions over megacities. There are also
very few ground-based remote sensing instruments for col-
umn GHG measurements. The Total Carbon Column Ob-
serving Network (TCCON) is a collection of ground-based
Fourier transform spectrometers (FTSs) recording direct so-
lar spectra in the near-infrared (NIR) spectral region to mea-
sure the column-averaged volume mixing ratio (VMR) of
GHGs. However, most TCCON stations are deployed at ru-
ral sites with small spatial gradients in order to provide
calibration/validation data for satellite missions. Wunch et
al. (2009) estimated the emission rates of GHGs over the
LA basin using measurements from a TCCON station that
was temporarily located in Pasadena, California. However,
since TCCON stations employ direct solar viewing geom-
etry, the spatial coverage of a single spectrometer is quite
limited. This highlights the need for an approach that can
produce daily GHG column abundance measurements over a
wide spatial domain to complement other sensor networks in
an urban airshed.

In this paper we describe a novel observing system that ad-
dresses the requirements for wide-area monitoring of GHGs
to assess the impact of control measures on long-term megac-
ity carbon emissions. The approach involves the use of a
high-resolution Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrom-
eter on a mountaintop overlooking the Los Angeles basin to
record atmospheric solar absorption spectra from a number
of geographically distributed target points. The mountain-
top viewing geometry offers two significant advantages rel-
ative to direct solar measurements from ground sites in the
boundary layer: enhanced sensitivity to composition changes
within the boundary layer due to the long low-altitude optical
path lengths (tens of km), and the capability to independently
measure the composition within the free troposphere to pro-
vide background reference information. Apart from differ-
ences in viewing angles, the mountaintop vantage point also
closely approximates the observations from geostationary or-
bit by space missions that will be launched later this decade
(Key et al., 2012).

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the ob-
serving facility, California Laboratory for Atmospheric Re-
mote Sensing (CLARS), and its instrumentation. Section 3
discusses the observational approach. Section 4 describes the
data-processing algorithms, examples of retrievals, and error
analysis. Section 5 outlines directions for future work. Con-
clusions are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Observatory and instrumentation

2.1 CLARS observatory

The California Laboratory for Atmospheric Remote Sens-
ing (CLARS) is a NASA/Jet Propulsion Laboratory facil-
ity located on the grounds of Mount Wilson Observatory
at 1673 m above sea level. The facility has a nearly unob-
structed view of the entire Los Angeles basin. CLARS con-
sists of an air-conditioned 23 m2 laboratory (Mobile Mini
shipping container) fitted with an independent truss that pen-
etrates the building roof for mounting of the pointing system.
A telescope dome encloses the pointing system and truss. In-
struments are mounted on optical tables inside the laboratory.
An auxiliary building located near the laboratory houses in
situ atmospheric monitoring instruments for continuous mea-
surements of CO2, CH4, water vapor, CO, N2O and black
carbon.

The pointing system directs the external light sources into
the FTS. A large (43 cm×76 cm) plano pointing mirror is
mounted in an alt-azimuth gimbal with a pointing accuracy
of ±0.005◦ and precision of±0.001◦ in both axes, and a
Cassegrain telescope (41 cm aperture, f/1.75) which can be
inserted into the optical beam. In normal operation, the tele-
scope is not employed. To improve vibration isolation, the
legs of optical tables and pointing system truss are isolated
from the laboratory building and mounted directly into the
granite bedrock.

LabVIEW software controls the FTS instrument, pointing
system, data handling and observatory housekeeping. Inter-
net connections to the laboratory permit unattended opera-
tion of the instruments.

The CLARS facility also serves as a testbed for new
remote sensing instruments. One such instrument is the
Panchromatic Fourier Transform Spectrometer (PanFTS), a
NASA Instrument Incubator Program (IIP)-funded devel-
opment that addresses the measurement requirements of
the NASA Geostationary Coastal and Air Pollution Events
(GEO-CAPE) mission (National Research Council, 2007;
Bekker et al., 2012; Fishman et al., 2012).

2.2 CLARS-FTS

A Fourier transform spectrometer was designed and built at
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for use in the measurements
at CLARS. The CLARS-FTS is optimized for reflected sun-
light measurements with high spectral resolution in the NIR
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region (4000–15 000 cm−1). The following sections (2.2.1–
2.2.4) describe the optical design, optical alignment, sig-
nal chain, interferogram sampling methodology and perfor-
mance of the CLARS-FTS instrument.

2.2.1 Optical design

Figure 1 shows optical layout diagrams of the FTS system
for two operating configurations. In the atmospheric mea-
surement mode, solar radiation is directed into the CLARS-
FTS instrument via a two-axis gimbaled line-of-sight point-
ing system and a gold-coated fold mirror with a diameter of
10 cm (top panel of Fig. 1). In the diagnostics mode, light
from a quartz halogen lamp and collimator assembly (bot-
tom panel of Fig. 1) illuminates the entrance aperture of the
FTS. As described below, HCl gas cell spectra are recorded
to check the instrument line shape function (ILS).

The core of the CLARS-FTS is a single-passed Michelson-
type interferometer using cube-corner retro reflectors. This
configuration is sensitive to shear misalignment, but insen-
sitive to tip/tilt misalignments. The shear misalignment is
compensated by the design and alignment of CLARS-FTS
and verified by the characterization of ILS. A cube-corner
mirror is mounted on a stage driven by a linear air bearing,
which is used to vary the optical path difference (OPD) in
the interferometer. The air-bearing stage has a built-in opti-
cal encoder with a resolution of 0.5 nm and provides accu-
rate and repeatable position data. The air-bearing stage has
no sliding surfaces in direct contact, so there are no lubri-
cant or mechanical wear risks or “stiction”. It provides mirror
displacements up to 15 cm. When using a single-sided inter-
ferogram configuration in a single-passed interferometer, it
gives a maximum optical path difference (MOPD) of 30 cm.
The maximum spectral resolution is 0.02 cm−1, where spec-
tral resolution is defined as 0.6/MOPD. The travel speed of
the air-bearing slide is typically set to 0.3 cm s−1. Interfero-
grams are acquired in both forward and backward scans of
the moving mirror. The beam splitter and compensator sub-
strates are calcium fluoride (CaF2), with a silicon beam split-
ter coating optimized for the near-IR. The fixed and mov-
ing cube corners have a clear aperture of 6.3 cm and are
coated with protected gold. The back-optics include a high-
quality gold-coated off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP, off-axis
angle = 17◦) with a diameter of 12.5 cm, an adjustable circu-
lar field stop to define the interferometer field of view, and
an inverse telescope (demagnification ratio 0.4) that consists
of two 90◦ gold-coated OAPs. The field stop diameter can
be adjusted between 0.96 and 5.57 mm to achieve the full
range of spectral resolution of CLARS-FTS. The metrology
system consists of a frequency stabilized (±2 MHz) single-
mode helium-neon laser co-aligned with the infrared (IR)
beam, with the resulting fringes detected by a silicon photo-
diode. The interferogram sampling methodology is described
in Sect. 2.2.3.
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Fig. 1. Optical layouts of California Laboratory for Atmospheric
Remote Sensing Fourier Transform Spectrometer (CLARS-FTS)
for measuring greenhouse gases (top panel), and gas cell spectra
to verify instrument alignment quality and stability (bottom panel).
The core is a Michelson-type interferometer using cube-corner retro
reflectors. It covers a spectral range of 4000 to 15 000 cm−1 with
a maximum optical path difference (MOPD) of 30 cm (or spectral
resolution of 0.02 cm−1).

The high quality of alignment yields an instrument
line shape function closely representing an ideal Fourier
transform spectrometer. This is important because the ILS
strongly influences the accuracy of the retrieved gas column
abundance measurements. The CLARS-FTS optical axis is
17.78 cm above the optical bench surface. A He : Ne laser
beam, which is not the metrology laser in CLARS-FTS, was
set up to align the optical axis. The optical parts for the white
light beam were mounted at the location centered at the opti-
cal axis. The fold mirrors used for directing the metrology
laser beam were deployed along an axis which is parallel
to the CLARS-FTS optical axis with 5 cm vertical distance.
Two major steps are needed in the CLARS-FTS alignment:
one is to align the two cube-corner mirrors in the interfer-
ometer for mitigating the lateral shifts (or shearing) while
the moving cube-corner mirror is traveling on the air-bearing
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stage; the other is to align the field stop for co-aligning the in-
strument field of view (FOV) on the central Haidinger fringe
at the field stop.

The fixed cube-corner mirror is mounted on anx–y–z
translation stage. To align the two cube-corner mirrors, the
fold mirror of the metrology laser beam and the translation
stage were adjusted alternately until the amplitude of the
He : Ne interferogram achieved a maximum that was inde-
pendent of the optical path difference.

The field stop assembly is mounted on anx–y–z transla-
tion stage. To locate the field stop in a plane perpendicular to
the CLARS-FTS optical axis, a plane mirror was mounted on
the field stop holder and adjusted for best autocollimation of
the He : Ne beam. The pointing system directed sunlight re-
flected from a known LA basin landmark into the FTS. The
translation stage was aligned in thez (focus) axis to achieve
the best focus of the landmark image on the field stop. The
field stop was then adjusted in thex–y plane perpendicular to
the optical axis to center the He : Ne beam on the field stop.
To verify the proper alignment of the cube corners and field
stop, interferograms were recorded using a 1.2 µm single-
frequency external cavity diode laser which scattered off a
diffuser plate at the entrance aperture of the FTS. Finally,
using a broad-band quartz-halogen light source coupled to a
collimator, spectra were recorded using an HCl gas cell. As
discussed in Sect. 2.2.4, these spectra were inverted to pro-
vide information on the instrument line shape function.

2.2.2 Signal chain

Two channels are employed in the interferometer signal
chain: one for the IR detector and the other for the reference
laser detector. The IR channel consists of a wavelength range
extended Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs) photodiode de-
tector, a variable gain transimpedance pre-amplifier, a 24-bit
sigma-delta analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a PC data
acquisition computer running under LabVIEW. The InGaAs
detector is thermoelectrically cooled to 190 K with an active
area of 3.14 mm2 and spectral range from 0.7 to 2.5 µm. The
laser metrology channel consists of a variable gain silicon
photoreceiver coupled to a second channel of the ADC. The
two ADC channels are sampled simultaneously.

2.2.3 Interferogram sampling methodology

CLARS-FTS uses the method of uniform time sampling
(UTS) in which the IR and reference laser interferograms are
recorded in equal time increments (Brasunas and Cushman,
1997; Manning and Combs, 1999; Campbell, 2008) then re-
sampled into equal optical path difference increments in a
post-processing step. The post-processing algorithm detects
variations of the mirror velocity using the laser interfero-
gram, computes actual optical path difference for each data
point that was recorded with a constant time interval, and re-
samples the white light interferograms from the time domain

to the path difference domain (Brault, 1996; Griesmann et al.,
1999; Pougatchev et al., 2000). The UTS method has a num-
ber of advantages over the conventional sampling scheme
that uses zero-crossings of the laser interferogram to trigger
the digitization of the IR interferogram: (1) digitization at a
constant sampling frequency permits the use of delta-sigma
ADCs with very high-resolution digitizers (24-bit), which are
well suited to the high dynamic range requirements for dig-
itization of IR interferograms; (2) oversampling and digital
filtering by the delta-sigma ADC eliminate compensation re-
quired for differential group delay between the IR and laser
signal channels; and (3) oversampling extends the optical fre-
quency range into the visible and near-UV spectral regions.
The post-processing algorithm, which converts CLARS-FTS
interferograms to spectra, is described in Sect. 4.1.

2.2.4 Characterization of the CLARS-FTS instrument
line shape

To accurately derive the mixing ratios of atmospheric trace
gases from measured spectra, it is necessary to take into ac-
count the ILS function of the spectrometer, defined as the
instrument’s output response to a purely monochromatic in-
put (Davis et al., 2001; Griffiths and De Haseth, 2007). For
an ideal Fourier transform spectrometer, the theoretical ILS
in the frequency domain (Eq. 1) is a sinc function convolved
with a rectangular function (Connes, 1961):

ILS(ν)= SINC(ν,1x)⊗RECT(ν,ν0,θ) , (1)

where SINC(ν,1x)≡ sin(2πν1x)
2πν1x ; RECT(ν,ν0,θ)≡{

1
0

if −0.5ν0θ
2
≤ ν ≤ 0

otherwise

}
; 1x is the optical path differ-

ence;ν and ν0 (in cm−1) are two adjacent frequencies to
be distinguished; andθ is the angular radius of the circular
internal FOV. The sinc function accounts for the finite
optical path difference of an FTS, while the rectangular
function accounts for the field stop size.

To characterize the ILS, the FTS was configured us-
ing the external lamp. The experimental setup is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. A gas cell containing
HCl vapor (length = 9.96 cm; pressure = 5.107 hPa; tempera-
ture = 300 K; calcium fluoride (CaF2) wedged windows) was
inserted into the collimated beam path before the detec-
tor. When conducting daily atmospheric measurements, the
gas cell was removed from the collimated beam to avoid
signal attenuation. The absorption spectra of the HCl gas
cell were recorded using CLARS-FTS (1x = 27.2 cm;ν0=

5765 cm−1; θ = 2.632 mrad; with a circular field stop of
1.6 mm in diameter). The LINEFIT program (Hase et al.,
1999) was applied to simulate HCl absorption spectra (top
panel of Fig. 2) and retrieve the ILS (bottom plot of Fig. 2)
from the observed spectral line shape. As shown in Fig. 2, the
residuals in the spectral domain are essentially random. The
root mean square (RMS) of the spectral fitting residuals is
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about 0.08 % of the transmitted radiance and matches the es-
timated spectral signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (1300 : 1) of the
gas cell spectra for 10 min of integration. Equation (1) was
applied to compute the theoretical ILS using the CLARS-
FTS parameters. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 presents the
measured (black curve) and theoretical (blue curve) ILS
functions. The agreement indicates that the instrument was
well aligned when these measurements were taken. Addi-
tional diagnostics include imaging of the Haidinger fringes at
the field stop when the FTS is illuminated by scattered light
from a beam-expanded He : Ne laser, and recordings of the
ILS from a near-IR external cavity (single frequency) diode
laser. Diagnostics such as these are performed seasonally to
verify the alignment quality and stability.

2.3 Pointing calibration

Accurate pointing knowledge of the instrument field of view
is necessary for proper geolocation of the retrieved slant col-
umn abundances, and setup of the radiative transfer (RT)
model used to fit the observed spectra. The intrinsic accu-
racy and repeatability of the pointing mirror gimbal are on
the order of a hundredth of the CLARS-FTS instrument FOV.
However, additional pointing errors arise from gimbal tilt
and minor position-dependent flexing of the pointing system
structure. A calibration procedure was devised to relate the
readings of the pointing system encoders to the geolocated
centroid of the instrument FOV.

Initially, a tracking camera, permanently mounted on the
pointing system truss, was co-boresighted with the FTS opti-
cal axis. This was accomplished by temporarily replacing the
InGaAs detector on the FTS with a second camera, which
viewed the same image as the detector. The tracking cam-
era was then aligned to view the same scene as the focal
plane camera. The pointing system was directed toward six-
teen targets across the LA basin with known latitude, lon-
gitude and altitude. The azimuth (θC,i) and elevation (ψC,i)
angles viewed from the CLARS site toward the sixteen tar-
gets (i = 1–16) were computed using

θC,i =

arctan

(
sin(λC − λT ,i)cos(φC −φT ,i)

cos(φC)sin(φT ,i)− sin(φC)cos(φT ,i)cos(λC − λT ,i)

)
, (2)

ψC,i = π −arctan

(
Di

ZC −ZT ,i

)
, (3)

whereλC andλT ,i are the longitudes of the CLARS site and
targeti, φC andφT ,i are the latitudes of the CLARS site and
targeti, ZC andZT ,i are the altitude of the CLARS site and
targeti, andDi is the great circle distance between CLARS
site and targeti.Di can be computed from

Di = RE arccos
(
sin(φC)sin(φT ,i)

+cos(φC)cos(φT ,i)cos(λC − λT ,i)
)
, (4)

 2 
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Fig. 2. Top panel: HCl gas cell spectra near 5765 cm−1 measured
by CLARS-FTS (black curve) and simulated by LINEFIT pro-
gram (blue curve). Bottom panel: instrument line shape functions
(ILS) of CLARS-FTS (black line) and an ideal FTS (blue line);
the differences between theoretical ILS and CLARS-FTS ILS (ma-
genta line; offset by 1.2 for clarity). The spectral fitting residuals
(top panel) were normalized by the continuum level of measured
HCl cell spectra. The root mean square of spectral fitting residual
was 0.08 % of spectral continuum level. The following parameters
were used in both measurements and simulation: optical path dif-
ference = 27.2 cm; angular radius of the circular internal field of
view = 2.632 mrad; HCl cell length = 9.96 cm; gas cell total pres-
sure = 5.107 hPa; HCl gas pressure in the cell = 5.107 hPa; cell tem-
perature = 300 K. The symmetric ILS indicated the high quality of
CLARS-FTS alignment. The full width half maximum (FWHM) of
CLARS-FTS ILS is 0.022 cm−1.

whereRE is the radius of Earth. Equations (2) to (4) assume
that Earth is spherical.

The azimuth (θE,i) and elevation (ψE,i) angles of the gim-
bal’s azimuth–elevation encoder for each target position,i,
were fitted to the following equations to obtain the coeffi-
cientsAi :

θE,i = A1−A2θC,i, (5)
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ψE,i = A3−0.5
{
ψC,i −

[
A4+A5sin(A6θC,i +A7)

]}
, (6)

whereφC,i andψC,i were computed using Eqs. (2) and (3);
Ai=1−7 are calibration coefficients determined from a least-
squares fit to the 16 calibration targets. Using the above equa-
tions, the latitude, longitude, and elevation of any target can
be used to drive the azimuth and elevation of the gimbal
within its mechanical limits. After applying the pointing cali-
bration the total uncertainty of the CLARS-FTS pointing sys-
tem is 0.17◦ (1σ ) in azimuth (about 30 % of CLARS-FTS
FOV, yielding a ground distance of∼60 m for a target that is
20 km away from CLARS) and 0.045◦ (1σ) in elevation (8 %
of CLARS-FTS FOV, yielding a ground distance of∼16 m
for a target that is 20 km away from CLARS).

2.4 Weather station

Meteorological data are recorded at the CLARS facility.
Prior to 18 December 2012, a Davis Vantage weather station
was employed. It provided measurements of barometric pres-
sure (digital accuracy±1.0 hPa), air temperature (±0.5◦C),
relative humidity (±5 %), wind speed (±5 %), wind direc-
tion (±5◦), and precipitation (±4 %). After this date, an
R.M. Young weather system was employed to replace the
Davis Vantage system, which was destroyed by lightning.
Sensors are mounted∼5 m above the CLARS container
measuring barometric pressure (accuracy±0.3 hPa from
−40◦C to 60◦C), air temperature (±0.3◦C from −50◦C
to 50◦C), relative humidity (±1 % at 23◦C), solar radia-
tion (±5 % under daylight spectrum conditions), wind speed
(±0.5 m s−1), wind direction (±5◦), and the precipitation
rate (2 % up to 25 mm h−1, 3 % up to 50 mm h−1). Real-time
weather data are available online athttp://clarsweather.jpl.
nasa.gov/. The archived data are available on the Weather
Underground web site (2014).

3 Measurements using CLARS-FTS

Three operating modes are on the CLARS-FTS measurement
schedule: Los Angeles Basin Surveys (LABS), Spectralon®

Viewing Observations (SVO), and Instrument Status Evalua-
tion Measurements (ISEM). The upper panel of Supplement
Fig. S1 shows the viewing geometry of LABS and SVO.
LABS and SVO are the observations that CLARS-FTS con-
ducts daily. In LABS mode, the pointing system stares at
each ground site in the Los Angeles basin and CLARS-FTS
records atmospheric absorption spectra over a broad spectral
range (4000–8600 cm−1) using reflected sunlight as the light
source. SVO provide the background level of GHG gases.
In SVO, CLARS-FTS measures the greenhouse gas concen-
tration above the CLARS site by pointing at a Spectralon®

target on the rooftop. Since the CLARS mountaintop site
is located above the boundary layer, SVO measurements
give the background trace gas abundances in the free tropo-
sphere. Pointing at the Spectralon® plate instead of the Sun

simplifies pointing system requirements by eliminating the
need to track the Sun. This mode has the additional advan-
tages of attenuating the direct solar beam intensity to lev-
els comparable to the reflected radiance from the land tar-
gets, and also provides spectra averaged over the entire solar
disk. The Spectralon® plate is a nearly Lambertian scattering
surface over the spectral range of 4000–25 000 cm−1 with
a reflectance greater than 98.5 % over the range of 6700–
25 000 cm−1 and 95 % over the range 4000–40 000 cm−1.
ISEM, which is conducted monthly, uses HCl gas cell mea-
surements and IR laser measurements for verifying the align-
ment quality and stability. The approach was discussed in
Sect. 2.2.4.

Daily measurements from CLARS-FTS follow a pre-
programmed sequence, in which the CLARS pointing sys-
tem either directs light reflected from the targets in the Los
Angeles basin (LABS mode) or the Spectralon® plate on the
rooftop of the CLARS site (SVO mode) into the spectrome-
ter. The sequences can be changed to accommodate the needs
of special observations. Target site selection was guided by
imagery from the NIR camera to ensure a uniform surface
albedo across the spectrometer FOV. Supplement Table S1
lists the target coordinates, measurement mode, and descrip-
tions of targets in a typical measurement sequence. Supple-
ment Fig. S1 shows the location of targets over the LA basin.
The measurement sequence is repeated∼5–8 times daily.

A spectral resolution of 0.12 cm−1 is used in daily
CLARS-FTS measurements. The typical interferometer
scan time to obtain an absorption spectrum is 18 s for
the maximum OPD setting of 5 cm (spectral resolution
0.6/MOPD = 0.12 cm−1, an angular radius of the circular in-
ternal field of view = 4.970 mrad, with a circular field stop
of 3.03 mm in diameter) and OPD speed of 0.6 cm s−1

(corresponding to a mirror velocity of 0.3 cm s−1). In the
measurement sequence, CLARS-FTS averages 12 single
scan spectra (∼3 min measurement time) for each tar-
get site to achieve a spectral SNR of∼300: 1 after co-
addition. Figure 3 presents sample atmospheric absorption
spectra measured using CLARS-FTS on 3 September 2012
around 10:33 a.m. local time (solar zenith angle 32.442◦).
The measurement was taken by targeting Santa Anita Park
(34.141◦ N, 118.042◦W, 155 m a.s.l., 9.3 km slant distance to
the CLARS site), Arcadia, California.

In the downward viewing geometry used in the CLARS-
FTS measurements, the sunlight travels through the bound-
ary layer twice: once on the way to the target and a sec-
ond time from the target to CLARS. The resulting light path
through the boundary layer is typically greater than 20 km
which is several times longer than other commonly used
viewing geometries, e.g., observing the direct solar beam
from the surface, or measurement of surface-reflected sun-
light from aircraft and spacecraft.
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Figure 3. Atmospheric absorption spectra measured using CLARS-FTS with a spectral 2 
resolution of 0.12 cm

-1
 on September 3

rd
, 2012. The measurement was taken by targeting at 3 

the land surface of Santa Anita racetrack (34.141 N, 118.042 W, 155 meters above sea level, 4 
9.3 kilometers slant distance to CLARS site), Arcadia, California. The green vertical bars 5 
indicate the spectral line positions of target gases of interests. The spectra were coadded using 6 
12 single scan spectra centered at 10:33 am local time (solar zenith angle 32.442 ) with total 7 
measurement time about 3 minutes. The spectral signal to noise ratio (SNR) is 420:1.  8 

Fig. 3. Atmospheric absorption spectra measured using CLARS-
FTS with a spectral resolution of 0.12 cm−1 on 3 September 2012.
The measurement was taken by targeting at the land surface of Santa
Anita Park (34.141◦ N, 118.042◦W, 155 m above sea level, 9.3 km
slant distance to the CLARS site), Arcadia, California. The green
vertical bars indicate the spectral line positions of target gases of
interests. The spectra were co-added using 12 single scan spectra
centered at 10:33 local time (solar zenith angle 32.442◦) with total
measurement time about 3 min. The spectral signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is 420: 1.

4 Data processing and error analysis

This section describes the algorithms for conversion of in-
terferograms to spectra (Sect. 4.1), spectra to slant column
densities of trace gases along the light path (Sect. 4.2), com-
putation of column average volume mixing ratios (Sect. 4.3)
and sample retrievals for two reflection points in the LA basin
(Sect. 4.4). In Sect. 4.5, the estimation of measurement un-
certainties is presented.

4.1 Interferogram to spectrum

As discussed in Sect. 2.2.3, CLARS-FTS records single-
sided interferograms with uniform-time sampling in both
the IR and reference channels. The CLARS interferogram
processing program (CLARS-IPP) converts interferograms
(Level 1a data) into spectra (Level 1b data). The CLARS-IPP
algorithm applies the following post-processing steps to each

recorded scan: (1) converting time-domain interferogram to
path-difference domain interferogram; (2) correcting for so-
lar intensity variations (SIV); (3) correcting phase error; and
(4) converting the interferogram into a spectrum using the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm.

Conversion of the interferogram from the time domain to
the path difference domain requires an accurate estimate of
the instantaneous mirror velocity. This information is ob-
tained from the reference laser interferograms. In CLARS-
IPP, the algorithm that computes the instantaneous velocity
was written for the Mars Atmosphere Trace Molecule Oc-
cultation Spectrometer (MATMOS) project (Pingree et al.,
2007; Bekker et al., 2008, 2009). This technique has been
demonstrated in previous studies (Brasunas and Cushman,
1997; Manning and Combs, 1999; Campbell, 2008). In the
original method of Brault (1996), the laser interferogram
zero crossings are detected by a hardware comparator, with
the intervals measured by counting pulses from a high-
frequency clock triggered by the comparator. These values
are used to resample the IR interferogram at constant inter-
vals of OPD. The method used by CLARS-FTS is to simul-
taneously digitize the laser and IR interferograms and per-
form the laser phase extraction and resampling steps in the
CLARS-IPP algorithm.

SIV corrections are performed using the method devel-
oped by Keppel-Aleks et al. (2007). This approach in-
volves correcting the interferogram DC component for
source brightness fluctuations by dividing by a low-pass fil-
tered version of the interferogram recorded with DC cou-
pling. Following this correction, the interferogram is phase-
corrected using the Forman method (Forman et al., 1966)
and processed into a spectrum using a complex-to-real FFT
(Bergland, 1969).

A pre-screening step removes individual spectra of low
quality, e.g., scenes likely contaminated by clouds. The cloud
scene pre-screening of single-scan CLARS-FTS measure-
ment is performed by comparing the intensities of spectral
radiances between adjacent scans to identify outliers. Single-
scan spectra are then co-added over a period of 3 min (12
single-scan spectra), to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (for
LABS > = 300: 1; for SVO > = 450: 1). Depending on the
season, the total number of co-added spectra within a single
day ranges from 160 to 260, repeating the number of LABS
measurement sequences from 5 to 8 times.

4.2 Spectrum to slant column densities (SCD) of trace
gases

To derive slant column abundances of atmospheric trace
gases from the measured absorption spectra, we use a mod-
ified version of the GFIT program. GFIT is derived from
the Occultation Display Spectra (ODS) program (Norton and
Rinsland, 1991), which was created for the analysis of At-
mospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy Mission (ATMOS),
and incorporates many improvements. The GFIT program
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is the standard spectral analysis tool of the TCCON net-
work (Wunch et al., 2009, 2010, 2011) and is also used for
analysis of MkIV balloon spectra (Sen et al., 1999) and AT-
MOS spectra (Irion et al., 2002). Since the viewing geometry
of CLARS-FTS measurements differs from the direct Sun-
viewing geometry used by TCCON, several modifications
are needed. These modifications were applied to the GFIT
February 2013 version. The modified GFIT program con-
sists of a RT model coupled to a model of the solar spectrum
to calculate the monochromatic spectrum of light that origi-
nates from the Sun, passes through the atmosphere, reflects
from the Earth’s surface, makes a second pass through the
lower atmosphere and enters the CLARS-FTS instrument.
The radiances are then processed through the CLARS-FTS
instrument model to simulate the measured radiances at the
appropriate spectral resolution.

GFIT uses the Voigt line shape function and optionally in-
cludes line mixing for CO2, CH4 and O2. Atmospheric ab-
sorption coefficients are calculated line by line for each gas
in a chosen spectral window, and are used together with the
assumed temperature, pressure, and VMR profiles in the for-
ward model to calculate the atmospheric transmittance spec-
trum. The Voigt profile is used in the analysis of CLARS-
FTS spectra. The simulated spectra were compared with
measured spectra, and the a priori VMR profiles are itera-
tively scaled to minimize the RMS differences between the
calculated and measured spectra. The theoretical ILS, veri-
fied by fits to low-pressure HCl gas cell lines, is used in cal-
culating the forward model. The atmosphere is represented
by 70 levels in the forward model calculation. Pressure- and
temperature-dependent absorption coefficients are computed
for each absorption line at each level. Profiles of tempera-
ture and geopotential height are obtained from the NOAA
Climate Diagnostics Center (CDC), with 17 pressure levels
from 1000 to 10 hPa and 1◦×1◦ geographic resolution. At
pressures less than 10 hPa, climatological profiles of tem-
perature and geopotential height are used. Measured surface
pressures at the LA basin weather stations are used to define
the lowest model level.

The monochromatic atmospheric absorption spectrum is
then multiplied by a synthetic solar spectrum (I ) which is
represented by the following equation:

Ii,j = Sj e
−X2

i,j /

√
D4
j+X2

i,jY
2

j
, (7)

wherei is the index of the monochromatic wavelength grid;
j is the index of the empirical solar spectral lines; andSj
, Xi,j , Yj , and Dj are the line center optical thickness
(dimensionless), the frequency difference from line center
(cm−1), 1/e-folding width (cm−1) and Doppler width (cm−1)

in the empirical solar line list, respectively. The solar line list
covers the range from 550 to 15 000 cm−1 and was derived
from FTS solar spectra using ATMOS and MkIV balloon
spectra for the range 550–5650 cm−1 (Geller, 1992, 1995),
and Kitt Peak ground-based spectra for 5000–15 000 cm−1
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Figure 4. Sample spectral fittings of CO2 bands near 1.6 m region using the CLARS-FTS 2 
measurements in the Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels); pointing at the Santa Anita 3 
Race Track, Arcadia (middle panels); or pointing at the west Pasadena (bottom panels). The 4 
measurements were taken on January 3

rd
, 2013 with a Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) of 58.62º 5 

(top panels), 58.39º (middle panels), and 57.89º (bottom panels) respectively. Each spectrum 6 
is from 12 co-added scans, which were taken consecutively over 3 minutes. The spectral SNR 7 
are 532:1, 417:1, and 227:1 from top to bottom panels, respectively. The measured radiances 8 
subtracting the simulated spectra, which included contributions of all trace gases and solar 9 
lines, yield the spectral fitting residuals. In all panels, black curves are measured spectra and 10 
blue curves are the estimated contribution of CO2 absorption from the spectral fittings. 11 
Contributions of other species in these spectral regions are not shown. 12 

Fig. 4.Sample spectral fittings of CO2 bands near 1.6 µm region us-
ing the CLARS-FTS measurements in the Spectralon® viewing (top
panels); pointing at Santa Anita Park, Arcadia (middle panels); or
pointing at west Pasadena (bottom panels). The measurements were
taken on 3 January 2013 with a solar zenith angle (SZA) of 58.62◦

(top panels), 58.39◦ (middle panels), and 57.89◦ (bottom panels).
Each spectrum is from 12 co-added scans, which were taken con-
secutively over 3 min. The spectral SNRs are 532: 1, 417: 1, and
227: 1 from top to bottom panels, respectively. The measured ra-
diances subtracting the simulated spectra, which included contri-
butions of all trace gases and solar lines, yield the spectral fitting
residuals. In all panels, black curves are measured spectra and blue
curves are the estimated contribution of CO2 absorption to the spec-
tral fittings. Contributions of other species in these spectral regions
are not shown.

(Livingston and Wallace, 1991; Wallace et al., 1993). The so-
lar model includes both disk center and disk-integrated line
lists. Both have been used in the analysis of ground-based
(TCCON), balloon-borne (MkIV), and satellite-borne FTS
spectra (e.g., GOSAT, O’Dell et al., 2012).

We retrieve CO2, CH4, CO, and O2 using the spectral
bands and the sources of spectroscopic parameters that are
listed in Table 1, similar to those used by TCCON. The
uncertainties of measured XGHG from the errors in spec-
troscopic parameters and other sources are estimated in
Sect. 4.5.2. For O2, the a priori VMR profile is constant with
altitude (a dry-air VMR of 0.2095). For CO2, CH4 and CO,
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Table 1. Spectral range, species that have spectral signatures within the spectral range, and sources of spectroscopic parameters used in
spectral fittings.

Spectral range Auxiliary
cm−1 (source of spectroscopic line parameters∗) Gases included in spectral fits parameters to fit

6180.0–6260.0 1CO2, 2H2O, 2HDO, 3,4CH4 cla ctb fsc

6297.0–6382.0 1CO2, 2H2O, 2HDO cl ct fs
4810.0–4890.0 1CO2, 5N2O, 2H2O, 2HDO, 6CH4, 7CO cl ct fs
5880.0–5996.0 3,4CH4, 1CO2, 2H2O, 2HDO DLPBFd

6007.0–6145.0 3,4CH4, 1CO2, 2H2O, 2HDO DLPBF
4208.7–4257.3 7CO,6CH4,2H2O, 2HDO cl ct fs
4262.0–4318.8 7CO,6CH4, 2H2O, 2HDO DLPBF
7765.0–8005.0 8O2, 9O2 CIA, 2H2O cl ct fs

a Continuum level;b continuum tilt;c frequency shift andd fitting the continuum level using discrete Legendre polynomial basis functions
(DLPBF).
∗ All of the spectroscopic parameters are available in HITRAN 2008 compilation prepared by Rothman et al. (2009).
1 Toth et al. (2008);2 Toth (2005) with the addition (in 2005–2007) of hundreds of weak H2O lines that are visible in humid,
high-airmass TCCON spectra. Jenouvrier et al. (2007) subsequently identified many of these weak lines;3 GFIT (February 2013 version)
includes the weak CH4 lines extending from 6180 to 6220 cm−1 which were provided by Linda Brown;4 Frankenberg et al. (2008);
5 Toth (1999, 2000);6 Brown et al. (2003);7 Brault et al. (2003);8 line list created by Andrew Orr-Ewing using the PGOPHER code,
based on lab measurements of Newman et al. (1999). The widths were subsequently modified to be 1.5 % larger than those in Yang et
al. (2005) in order to minimize the airmass dependence of retrieved O2 column density, as described by Washenfelder et al. (2006). O2
quadrupoles lines are from Gordon et al. (2010) and9 the collision-induced absorption (CIA) is represented by a pseudo-line list based on
fits to lab spectra described by Smith and Newnham (2000). The CIA is not used in the determination of the O2 column. It is fitted only to
minimize its impact on the discrete O2 lines.

the assumed a priori VMR profiles vary seasonally in agree-
ment with model output from Olsen and Randerson (2004).
The sensitivity of the column GHG retrievals to different rea-
sonable a priori functions is expected to be within 1 % based
on the previous study of Washenfelder et al. (2006).

In order to characterize the precision of CLARS-FTS mea-
surements (described in Sect. 4.5.1), special observations
were conducted which cycled between the Spectralon® tar-
get and two nearby reflection points in the LA basin, Santa
Anita Park (a horse racing track in the city of Arcadia) and
west Pasadena. These targets are labeled #0, #17 and #27, re-
spectively, in Table 1 and Fig. S1 of the Supplement. Figure 4
shows typical spectral fits of CO2 bands near 1.6 µm using
the CLARS-FTS measurements pointing at Spectralon® (top
panels), Santa Anita Park (middle panels) and west Pasadena
(bottom panels). The spectral fits were made using two CO2
bands (blue lines) centered at 6220 cm−1 (noted as MW6220
thereafter) and 6339 cm−1 (noted as MW6339 thereafter)
separately. The RMS of the spectral fitting residuals in both
CO2 bands is reasonably close to the expected values since
the chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals yielded val-
ues generally within 1.3 (Fig. 5). The RMS of spectral fitting
residuals shows a dependency on the spectral SNR (Fig. 5).
Figure 6 shows the averaged spectral fitting residuals within
MW6220 and MW6339 using the measurements over three
targets on 3 January 2013. The co-addition of fitting residuals
reduces the random spectral noise contribution and preserves
the systematic fitting residuals. The systematic fitting resid-
uals were observed in the measurements from all LA basin
targets as well as the Spectralon® target. The majority of the

“spikes” in the left panels of Fig. 6 arise from imperfect line
parameters of disk-integrated solar lines and H2O lines (Sup-
plement Figs. S2 and S3), although some of the systematic
residuals arise from errors in the spectroscopic parameters
of CO2 and neglect of line mixing. In addition, uncertain-
ties in atmospheric temperature, pressure and humidity pro-
files arising from the limited spatial/temporal resolution of
National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) data
contribute to systematic residuals, especially for water va-
por lines. Overall, the magnitude of the systematic residu-
als is smaller than 0.5 % of the spectral continuum levels,
with peak values most often appearing at the wavelength
of nontarget species such as H2O. The imperfect spectro-
scopic parameters and line shape function affect the accu-
racy of retrieved GHG column amounts since they can bias
the retrieved GHG column abundances. Most of this bias can
be corrected by calibration against secondary measurements.
Wunch et al. (2010) discussed a calibration procedure for
TCCON measurements, which use the same spectroscopic
parameters as this work, that reduced the systematic bias for
CO2 from 1.1 to 0.2 % and CH4 from 2.2 to 0.4 %.

4.3 Column average volume mixing ratio of GHG in dry
air (XGHG)

XGHG can be calculated from the retrieved GHG column,
according to

XGHG=
GHG column

dry air total column
, (8)
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Figure 5. Root Mean Square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (Left panels) and spectral 2 
SNR (Right panels) as a function of time for the measurements of CO2 and O2 column 3 
densities in Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels); over the Arcadia Race Track (middle 4 
panels); over west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands centered at 6220 cm

-1
 5 

(black stars, noted as MW6220 thereafter), 6339 cm
-1

 (blue circles, noted as MW6339 6 
thereafter) and 7885 cm

-1
 (gold triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are presented, 7 

respectively. The spectral SNR were nearly identical over the three spectral bands in a 8 
measured spectrum, but varies among spectra. The measurements were performed on January 9 
3

rd
, 2013. The spectral fitting residuals were normalized by the spectral continuum levels 10 

prior to the computation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residuals were dominated by the 11 
photon shot noise. The Chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals yielded values generally 12 
within 1.3.   13 

Fig. 5. Root mean square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (left
panels) and spectral SNR (right panels) as a function of time for
the measurements of CO2 and O2 column densities in Spectralon®

viewing (top panels); over Santa Anita Park (middle panels); over
west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands centered at
6220 cm−1 (black stars, noted as MW6220 thereafter), 6339 cm−1

(blue circles, noted as MW6339 thereafter) and 7885 cm−1 (gold
triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are presented. The spectral
SNRs were nearly identical over the three spectral bands in a mea-
sured spectrum, but they vary among spectra. The measurements
were performed on 3 January 2013. The spectral fitting residuals
were normalized by the spectral continuum levels prior to the com-
putation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residuals were dom-
inated by the photon shot noise. The chi-squared tests of spectral
fitting residuals yielded values less than 1.3.

where

dry air total column=
O2column

0.2095
. (9)

Using Eq. (8) to compute the column average GHG VMR
will improve the measurement precision of atmospheric
GHG concentrations (Washenfelder et al., 2006; Fu et al.,
2008) if systematic errors in the column abundances are com-
mon to both the GHG and O2. These could arise from er-
rors in the spectra, such as instrumental line shape, detec-
tor nonlinearity, or from errors in the calculated slant path
due to uncertainty in the surface pressure, solar zenith angle
(SZA), pointing or aerosol scattering. Errors due to nonideal
ILS are expected to be small because proper FTS alignment
was verified by several methods as discussed in Sect. 2.2.4.
Detector nonlinearity may be significant when viewing very
bright sources such as the Sun; this effect is negligible for
reflected sunlight measurements such as those employed by
CLARS-FTS. However, errors in the calculated slant path
(due to errors in surface pressure, SZA or neglect of aerosol
scattering), water vapor (for determination of dry-air column
mixing ratios), spectral zero level offsets and solar intensity
variations due to thin clouds will cause uncertainties in the
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Figure 6. The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their correlation, Pearson correlation 2 
coefficients (R), and histograms (right panels) with MW6220 (top panels) and MW6339 3 
(bottom panels) for CO2 slant column density measurements. In left panels, black curve is for 4 
Spectralon  viewing geometry; blue curve is for west Pasadena; gold curve is for Arcadia 5 
Race Track. In right panels, blue stars are the correlation between Spectralon  and west 6 
Pasadena; gold circles are the correlation between Spectralon  and Arcadia Race Track; the 7 
black dash lines indicate the one to one correlation. The spectral fitting residuals were 8 
generated using the co-addition of residuals of 41 spectral fittings of Spectralon  target, 41 9 
spectral fittings of west Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of Arcadia Race Track target on 10 
January 3

rd
, 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the imperfect line shape function and 11 

spectroscopic parameters in addition to uncertainties of atmospheric pressure and temperature 12 
parameters since the magnitude and positions of spiky fitting residuals consistently appear in 13 
all three target scenes. However, the magnitude of most of systematic fitting residuals is 14 
within 0.5% of spectral continuum levels.  15 

Fig. 6. The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their corre-
lation, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R), and histograms (right
panels) with MW6220 (top panels) and MW6339 (bottom panels)
for CO2 slant column density measurements. In left panels, black
curve is for Spectralon® viewing; blue curve is for west Pasadena;
gold curve is for Santa Anita Park. In right panels, blue stars are the
correlation between Spectralon® and west Pasadena; gold circles
are the correlation between Spectralon® and Santa Anita Park; the
black dash lines indicate the one-to-one correlation. The spectral
fitting residuals were generated using the co-addition of residuals
of 41 spectral fittings of Spectralon® target, 41 spectral fittings of
west Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of Santa Anita Park target
on 3 January 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the imper-
fect line shape function and spectroscopic parameters in addition to
uncertainties of atmospheric pressure and temperature parameters
since the magnitude and positions of spikes in the fitting residuals
consistently appear in all three target scenes. However, the magni-
tude of most systematic fitting residuals is within 0.5 % of spectral
continuum levels.

retrieved column densities of target gases and O2. Most of
these errors are mitigated in the measurement approach and
retrieval algorithms (Eq. 8). The effect of aerosol scattering
on individual retrievals is assessed by comparing the mea-
sured O2 column abundance with the value derived from the
surface pressure at the target. Differences exceeding a thresh-
old value trigger the setting of a data quality flag which is
used in subsequent data filtering steps. The remaining im-
pacts are estimated in Sect. 4.5.

4.4 Sample retrievals from CLARS-FTS

As an illustration of the data from the CLARS-FTS, sample
results from several days of measurements are presented in
this section; more detailed analyses of the data will be pre-
sented in subsequent papers. Figure 7 shows the XCO2 and
the differences of XCO2 between MW6220 and MW6339 as
a function of time using the CLARS-FTS measurement over
three targets on 3 January 2013. The difference in XCO2 be-
tween MW6220 and MW6339 using the Spectralon® target
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Figure 7. XCO2 (in parts per million (ppm)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW6220 (black 2 
dots) and MW6339 (blue circles) on January 3

rd
, 2013 (left panels) and differences of 3 

retrieved XCO2 between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the 4 
Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle panels); 5 
and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCO2 obtained using 6 
the spectral region of MW6220. Compared to the background levels of XCO2 (top panels), 7 
XCO2 over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom panels) show 8 
higher values (mean ART-SV: 7.60 ppm; mean WP-SV: 6.98 ppm) and present stronger 9 
diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The XCO2 values retrieved from 10 
MW6220 are higher than those of MW6339. The mean differences between MW6220 and 11 
MW6339 are 0.44 ppm, 0.38 ppm, 0.78 ppm for DSV, ART and WP respectively. It was also 12 
appeared in the spectral analyses of the TCCON measurements (~0.15 ppm). Both CLARS-13 
FTS and TCCON results, which are using HITRAN 2008 line list, show improvements on the 14 
band-to-band consistency of XCO2, compared to those of using HITRAN 2004 line list such 15 
as Figure 6 of Washenfelder et al. (2006) with the XCO2 using MW6220 about 0.9 ppm 16 
higher than that of MW6339. These systematic differences of retrieved XCO2 values between 17 
two spectral bands likely arise from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between 18 
two spectral bands and the amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering species.  19 

Fig. 7. XCO2 (in parts per million, ppm) measured by CLARS-
FTS with MW6220 (black dots) and MW6339 (blue circles) on
3 January 2013 (left panels) and differences of retrieved XCO2 be-
tween the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels)
in the Spectralon® viewing (SV, top panels), towards Santa Anita
Park (SAP, middle panels), and towards west Pasadena (WP, bot-
tom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCO2 obtained using the
spectral region of MW6220. Compared to the background levels of
XCO2 (top panels), XCO2 over SAP (middle panels) and WP (bot-
tom panels) show higher values (mean SAP-SV: 7.60 ppm; mean
WP-SV: 6.98 ppm) and present stronger diurnal cycles than those
measurements over CLARS site. The XCO2 values retrieved from
MW6220 are higher than those of MW6339. The mean differences
between MW6220 and MW6339 are 0.44, 0.38 and 0.78 ppm for
SV, SAP and WP, respectively. This difference also appeared in the
spectral analyses of the TCCON measurements (∼0.15 ppm). For
both CLARS-FTS and TCCON, HITRAN 2008 line parameters re-
sult in improved XCO2 band-to-band consistency compared to HI-
TRAN 2004.The systematic differences in retrieved XCO2 values
between the two bands are due to both spectroscopic line parame-
ters and interfering species.

(41 measurements) is 0.44±0.53 ppm (1σ). For the mea-
surements over Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena, the
XCO2 values using MW6220 are also higher than those of
MW6339. A difference between the two microwindow re-
trievals is a consistent feature of the data. Another exam-
ple is shown for 18 January 2013 (Supplement Fig. S4),
for which the spectral SNR and RMS of the spectral fitting
residuals (Supplement Fig. S5) are similar to 3 January 2013
(Figs. 4 and 5). The microwindow difference also appears
consistently in TCCON measurements (∼0.15 ppm). Both
CLARS-FTS and TCCON results, which are based on the
HITRAN 2008 line list, show improvements in the band-to-
band consistency of XCO2 compared to those which use the
HITRAN 2004 line list. For example, as shown in Fig. 6 of
Washenfelder et al. (2006), XCO2 using MW6220 is about
0.9 ppm higher than MW6339. These systematic differences
of retrieved XCO2 values between two spectral bands likely

arise from systematic errors in spectroscopic parameters be-
tween the two bands and the number and intensity of spectral
features from interfering species.

As discussed above, SVO measurements are representative
of the unpolluted free troposphere, while LABS measure-
ments carry the spatial and temporal signatures of boundary
layer emissions. Figure 7 and Supplement Fig. S4 illustrate
the differences in XCO2 obtained using the SVO and LABS
measurement modes. Figure 7 shows that the XCO2 values
for Santa Anita Park (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bot-
tom panels) on 3 January 2013 average 7.60 and 6.98 ppm
higher, respectively, than for Spectralon®. These two targets
also show much larger diurnal variability. Similar enhance-
ments and diurnal variability of XCO2 were also observed
on other days, e.g., the measurements on 18 January 2013
(Supplement Fig. S4).

Two spectral regions, which are centered at 5938 cm−1

(noted as MW5938 thereafter) and 6076 cm−1 (noted as
MW6076 thereafter), were utilized in measuring CH4 col-
umn abundances. Figure 8 presents sample spectral fits of
CH4 measurements. The overall spectral fitting of CH4
shows qualities similar to that of CO2 bands in terms of
the RMS of spectral fitting residuals (Fig. 9) and the mag-
nitude of systematic fitting residuals (Fig. 10, Supplement
Figs. S6 and S7). XCH4 using the MW6076 is generally
higher than that of using MW5938. XCH4 over Santa Anita
Park and west Pasadena show enhanced values compared to
the Spectralon® levels (Fig. 11). Similar enhancements and
diurnal variability of XCH4 were observed on other days,
e.g., the measurements on 18 January 2013 (Supplement
Fig. S8). The spectral fitting qualities of CH4 bands are iden-
tical between two days (Fig. 9, Supplement Fig. S9) due to
the similar meteorological conditions.

The observations of XCO utilized the measured spectral
region near 2.36 µm. The enhancement and stronger diur-
nal variability of XCO were seen in measurements over both
Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena targets, compared to the
Spectralon® values. Measurement of XCO presents an extra
challenge due to the weakness of the CO spectral features,
the low solar radiance in this region and the overlap with in-
terfering spectral lines from CH4 and water vapor. The broad
and strong absorption features of interfering species in the
CO spectral region led to the spectral fitting residuals for the
CO bands being about a factor of two higher than those near
1.6 µm (Supplement Fig. S10). Weak CO absorption features
result in lower sensitivities near the surface compared to the
measurements of CO2, CH4, and O2. Despite these problems,
as shown in Fig. 12 and Supplement Fig. S11, the XCO mea-
surements provide reliable data for both LA basin targets and
Spectralon®.
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 1 

Figure 8. Sample spectral fittings of CH4 bands, which are centered at 5938 cm
-1

 (noted as 2 
MW5938 thereafter) and 6076 cm

-1 
(noted as MW6076 thereafter) using the CLARS-FTS 3 

measurements in the Spectralon  viewing geometry (Top panels); pointing at the Santa Anita 4 
Race Track, Arcadia (middle panels); or pointing at the west Pasadena (Bottom panels). The 5 
measurements were taken on January 3

rd
, 2013 with a Solar Zenith Angle (SZA) of 58.62º 6 

(top panels), 58.39º (middle panels), and 57.89º (bottom panels) respectively. Each spectrum 7 
is from 12 co-added scans, which were taken consecutively over 3 minutes. The spectral SNR 8 
are 532:1, 417:1, and 227:1 from top to bottom panels, respectively. The measured radiances 9 
subtracting the simulated spectra, which included contributions of all trace gases and solar 10 
lines, yield the spectral fitting residuals. In all panels, black curves are measured spectra and 11 
blue curves are the estimated contribution of CH4 absorption from the spectral fittings. 12 
Contributions of other species in these spectral regions are not shown. 13 

Fig. 8.Sample spectral fittings of CH4 bands, which are centered at
5938 cm−1 (noted as MW5938 thereafter) and 6076 cm−1 (noted
as MW6076 thereafter) using the CLARS-FTS measurements in
the Spectralon® viewing (top panels); pointing at Santa Anita Park
(middle panels); or pointing at west Pasadena (bottom panels). The
measurements were taken on 3 January 2013 with a solar zenith
angle (SZA) of 58.62◦ (top panels), 58.39◦ (middle panels), and
57.89◦ (bottom panels). Each spectrum is from 12 co-added scans,
which were taken consecutively over 3 min. The spectral SNRs are
532: 1, 417: 1, and 227: 1 from top to bottom panels, respectively.
The measured radiances subtracting the simulated spectra, which
included contributions of all trace gases and solar lines, yield the
spectral fitting residuals. In all panels, black curves are measured
spectra and blue curves are the estimated contribution of CH4 ab-
sorption to the spectral fittings. Contributions of other species in
these spectral regions are not shown.

The sensitivities of CLARS-FTS measurements are char-
acterized by their column-averaging kernels. Figure 13
shows the column-averaging kernels for CO2, CH4, CO, and
O2 for the Spectralon® (top panels) and Santa Anita Park
(bottom panels) targets.

4.5 Measurement uncertainty of XGHG

The uncertainties in retrieved values of column-averaged
VMR for both LA basin and Spectralon® measurements
contain random and systematic components. The random

 9 

 1 

Figure 9. Root Mean Square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and spectral 2 
SNR (right panels) as a function of time for the measurements of CH4 and O2 column 3 
densities in Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels); over the Arcadia Race Track (middle 4 
panels); over west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands centered at 5938 cm

-1
 5 

(black stars, noted as MW5938 thereafter), 6076 cm
-1

 (blue circles, noted as MW6076 6 
thereafter) and 7885 cm

-1
 (gold triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are presented, 7 

respectively. The spectral SNR were nearly identical over the three spectral bands in a 8 
measured spectrum, but varies among spectra. The measurements were performed on January 9 
3

rd
, 2013. The spectral fitting residuals were normalized by the spectral continuum levels 10 

prior to the computation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residuals were dominated by the 11 
photon shot noise. The Chi-squared tests of spectral fitting residuals yielded values generally 12 
within 1.3.  13 

Fig. 9. Root mean square (RMS) of spectral fitting residuals (left
panels) and spectral SNR (right panels) as a function of time for
the measurements of CH4 and O2 column densities in Spectralon®

viewing (top panels), over the Santa Anita Park (middle panels),
and over west Pasadena (bottom panels). Three spectral bands
centered at 5938 cm−1 (black stars, noted as MW5938 there-
after), 6076 cm−1 (blue circles, noted as MW6076 thereafter) and
7885 cm−1 (gold triangles, noted as MW7885 thereafter) are pre-
sented. The spectral SNRs were nearly identical over the three spec-
tral bands in a measured spectrum, but vary among spectra. The
measurements were performed on 3 January 2013. The spectral fit-
ting residuals were normalized by the spectral continuum levels
prior to the computation of RMS values. The spectral fitting residu-
als were dominated by the photon shot noise. The chi-squared tests
of spectral fitting residuals yielded values generally within 1.3.

component (Sect. 4.5.1) determines the measurement pre-
cision for XGHG retrievals. The systematic component
(Sect. 4.5.2) controls the overall measurement accuracy.

4.5.1 Estimation of XGHG measurement precision

The uncertainties returned by GFIT assume a Gaussian dis-
tribution of residuals from the spectral fits. In reality, this
is usually not the case due to systematic artifacts (e.g., er-
rors/omissions in the spectroscopic database, the modeling
of the instrument response, and uncertainty in the pointing
accuracy resulting in errors in the computed optical path).
These can dominate the spectral fitting residuals produced
by GFIT. Since these artifacts are generally the same from
spectrum to spectrum, an uncertainty calculated from the
RMS spectral fit generally underestimates the true precision.
Hence, we utilize the differences of XGHG between two
spectral regions to estimate the precisions of CLARS-FTS
measurements. These differences include a systematic bias
coming from variations in the spectral signatures of interfer-
ing species, and the inconsistencies between spectroscopic
parameters within these spectral regions. The remaining vari-
ation (1σ standard deviation of the mean differences) is given
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Table 2.Estimated measurement precisionsa.

3 January 2012 18 January 2012

XCO2 0.37, 0.57, 0.95 ppmb 0.09, 0.14, 0.24 %c 0.31, 0.66, 0.76 ppmb 0.08, 0.17, 0.19 %c

XCH4 2.31, 4.56, 8.46 ppb 0.13, 0.25, 0.46 % 2.77, 4.90, 9.11 ppb 0.15, 0.26, 0.49 %
XCO 2.08, 6.16, 12.31 ppb 2.00, 4.01, 8.01 % 1.85, 5.51, 10.65 ppb 1.88, 4.19, 8.06 %

a The method of measurement precision estimation is introduced in Sect. 4.5.1.b Data in the left column are the estimated measurement
precisions of XGHG over Spectralon® , Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena targets, respectively. Unit is in parts per million (ppm) for
XCO2 and in parts per billion (ppb) for XCH4 and XCO.c Data in the right column are the percentage measurement precisions, which
were estimated with respect to the mean XGHG over Spectralon® , Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena targets, respectively.
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 1 

Figure 10. The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their correlation, Pearson correlation 2 
coefficients (R), and histograms (Right panels) with MW5938 (Top panels) and MW6076 3 
(bottom panels) for CH4 slant column density measurements. In left panels, black curve is for 4 
Spectralon  viewing geometry; blue curve is for west Pasadena; gold curve is for Arcadia 5 
Race Track. In right panels, blue stars are the correlation between Spectralon  and west 6 
Pasadena; gold circles are the correlation between Spectralon  and Arcadia Race Track; the 7 
black dash lines indicate the one to one correlation. The spectral fitting residuals were 8 
generated using the co-addition of residuals of 41 spectral fittings of Spectralon  target, 41 9 
spectral fittings of west Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of Arcadia Race Track target on 10 
January 3

rd
, 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the imperfect line shape function and 11 

spectroscopic parameters in addition to uncertainties in atmospheric pressure and temperature 12 
parameters since the magnitude and positions of spiky fitting residuals consistently appear in 13 
all three target scenes. However, the magnitude of most of systematic fitting residuals is 14 
within 0.5% of spectral continuum levels.  15 

Fig. 10. The spectral fitting residuals (left panels) and their corre-
lation, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (R), and histograms (right
panels) with MW5938 (top panels) and MW6076 (bottom panels)
for CH4 slant column density measurements. In left panels, black
curve is for Spectralon® viewing; blue curve is for west Pasadena;
gold curve is for the Santa Anita Park. In right panels, blue stars are
the correlation between Spectralon® and west Pasadena; gold cir-
cles are the correlation between Spectralon® and Santa Anita Park;
the black dash lines indicate the one-to-one correlation. The spectral
fitting residuals were generated using the co-addition of residuals of
41 spectral fittings of Spectralon® target, 41 spectral fittings of west
Pasadena target, and 40 spectral fits of the Santa Anita Park target
on 3 January 2013. The systematic residuals arise from the imper-
fect line shape function and spectroscopic parameters in addition to
uncertainties in atmospheric pressure and temperature parameters
since the magnitude and positions of spiky fitting residuals consis-
tently appear in all three target scenes. However, the magnitude of
most systematic fitting residuals is within 0.5 % of spectral contin-
uum levels.

by the equation

σ1XGHG=

√
err2MW1+err2MW2+2errMW1errMW2, (10)

whereσ1XGHG is 1σ standard deviation of the mean differ-
ences using two spectral regions, and errMW1 and errMW2 are
the measurement uncertainties/precisions of two spectral re-
gions. The spectral noise and the number of spectral points
are the dominant factors of measurement precisions. These
two factors are nearly identical between MW1 and MW2 due
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Figure 11. XCH4 (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW5938 (black 2 
dots) and MW6076 (blue circles) on January 3

rd
, 2013 (left panels) and differences of 3 

retrieved XCH4 between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the 4 
Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle panels); 5 
and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Black stars in left panels: XCH4 obtained using 6 
the spectral region of MW5938. Compared to the background levels of XCH4 (top panels), 7 
XCH4 over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom panels) show 8 
higher values (mean ART-SV: 74.95 ppb; mean WP-SV: 71.23 ppb) and present stronger 9 
diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The XCH4 values retrieved from 10 
MW6076 are higher than those of MW5938. The mean differences between MW6076 and 11 
MW5938 are 13.71 ppb, 25.32 ppb, and 24.75 ppb for SV, ART and WP respectively. These 12 
systematic differences of retrieved XCH4 values between two spectral bands likely arise from 13 
the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between two spectral bands and the 14 
amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering species. 15 

Fig. 11. XCH4 (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-
FTS with MW5938 (black dots) and MW6076 (blue circles) on
3 January 2013 (left panels), and differences of retrieved XCH4
between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right pan-
els) in the Spectralon® viewing (top panels), towards Santa Anita
Park (middle panels), and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels).
Black stars in left panels: XCH4 obtained using the spectral re-
gion of MW5938. Compared to the background levels of XCH4
(top panels), XCH4 over Santa Anita Park (middle panels) and
west Pasadena (bottom panels) shows higher values (mean SAP-SV:
74.95 ppb; mean WP-SV: 71.23 ppb) and presents stronger diurnal
cycles than those measurements over the CLARS site. The XCH4
values retrieved from MW6076 are higher than those of MW5938.
The mean differences between MW6076 and MW5938 are 13.71,
25.32, and 24.75 ppb for SV, SAP and WP, respectively. These sys-
tematic differences of retrieved XCH4 values between two spectral
bands likely arise from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parame-
ters between two spectral bands and the amount/intensity of spectral
features of interfering species.

to their small separations (∼5–100 cm−1) on the measured
spectra and their nearly identical widths of spectral fitting
windows (Table 1). The spectral noises are random, i.e., no
correlation on the spectral noise between two adjacent spec-
tral bands. Hence, the cross term in the right-hand side of
Eq. (10) vanishes and Eq. (10) can be written as

errMW1 = errMW2 = σ1XGHG/
√

2. (11)
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Figure 12. XCO (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-FTS with MW4233 (black 2 
dots) and MW4290 (blue circles) on January 3

nd
, 2013 (left panels) and differences of 3 

retrieved XCO between the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels) in the 4 
Spectralon  viewing geometry (top panels), towards the Arcadia Race Track (middle panels); 5 
and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Compared to the background levels of XCO (top 6 
panels), XCO over Arcadia Race Track (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom panels) 7 
show higher values (mean ART-DSV: 48.75 ppb; mean WP-DSV: 49.70 ppb) and present 8 
stronger diurnal cycles than those measurements over CLARS site. The XCO values retrieved 9 
from MW4290 are higher than those of MW4233. The mean differences between MW4290 10 
and MW4233 are 9.02 ppb, 8.72 ppb, 8.62 ppb for DSV, ART and WP respectively. These 11 
systematic differences of retrieved XCO values between two spectral bands are likely arisen 12 
from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between two spectral bands and the 13 
amount/intensity of spectral features of interfering species. 14 

15 

Fig. 12. XCO (in parts per billion (ppb)) measured by CLARS-
FTS with MW4233 (black dots) and MW4290 (blue circles) on
3 January 2013 (left panels), and differences of retrieved XCO be-
tween the two spectral regions and the histograms (right panels)
in the Spectralon® viewing (top panels), towards Santa Anita Park
(middle panels), and towards west Pasadena (bottom panels). Com-
pared to the background levels of XCO (top panels), XCO over
Santa Anita Park (middle panels) and west Pasadena (bottom pan-
els) shows higher values (mean SAP-SV: 48.75 ppb; mean WP-SV:
49.70 ppb) and presents stronger diurnal cycles than those mea-
surements over the CLARS site. The XCO values retrieved from
MW4290 are higher than those of MW4233. The mean differences
between MW4290 and MW4233 are 9.02, 8.72, and 8.62 ppb for
SV, SAP, and WP, respectively. These systematic differences of re-
trieved XCO values between two spectral bands have likely arisen
from the discrepancies of spectroscopic parameters between two
spectral bands and the amount/intensity of spectral features of in-
terfering species.

Table 2 lists the estimated measurement precisions of XCO2,
XCH4, and XCO over the CLARS site, Santa Anita Park
and west Pasadena targets by applying Eq. (11) to the
XGHG differences using two adjacent spectral regions (right
panels in Figs. 7, 11, 12 and Supplement Figs. S4, S8,
S11). The measurements of Spectralon® targets on 3 Jan-
uary 2013 show higher precision (XCO2: 0.09 %; XCH4:
0.13 %; XCO: 2.00 %) than the measurements over Santa
Anita Park (XCO2: 0.14 %; XCH4: 0.25 %; XCO: 4.01 %)
and west Pasadena targets (XCO2: 0.24 %; XCH4: 0.46 %;
XCO: 8.01 %). The measurement precision on 18 Jan-
uary 2013 shows characteristics similar to those on 3 Jan-
uary 2013. The low precision of XCO arises from the de-
creased spectral SNR in the spectral regions used in the mea-
surements of CO slant column densities. The measurement
precision shows target site dependence due to the differences
of spectral SNR over three target sites. Overall, the high pre-
cision of CLARS-FTS measurements is sufficient to capture
the diurnal variations of XCO2, XCH4 and XCO and the dif-
ferences among different targets over the LA basin.
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Figure 13. Column averaging kernels of GHG measurements using CLARS-FTS with a 2 
Maximum Optical Path Difference (MOPD) of 5 cm. Top panels: for the measurements over 3 
CLARS site in the Spectralon  viewing geometry; bottom panels: for the measurements 4 
targeting the land surface of Arcadia race track (34.141 N, 118.042 W, 155 meters above sea 5 
level, 9.3 kilometers slant distance to CLARS site), Arcadia, California.  6 

Fig. 13. Column-averaging kernels of GHG measurements using
CLARS-FTS with a maximum optical path difference (MOPD) of
5 cm. Top panels: for the measurements over the CLARS site in the
Spectralon® viewing; bottom panels: for the measurements target-
ing the land surface of Santa Anita Park (34.141◦ N, 118.042◦W,
155 m above sea level, 9.3 km slant distance to the CLARS site),
Arcadia, California.

4.5.2 Estimation of XGHG measurement accuracy

Systematic error sources include the uncertainties in spec-
troscopic line parameters, light path calculation uncertain-
ties, and errors in the ILS, which affects the accuracy of
CLARS-FTS measurements. Table 3 lists the estimated mea-
surement accuracy. The uncertainties of measured XCO2,
XCH4 and XCO arise from spectroscopic parameters, which
are expected to be similar to those from previous studies
(Washenfelder et al., 2006; Wunch et al., 2010, 2011). Reg-
ular HCl cell and infrared laser measurements are carried
out to assess the alignment stability and performance of the
FTS. The uncertainties in the light path computation arise
from residual pointing errors and from the neglect of aerosol
scattering in the radiative transfer calculations. As discussed
previously, aerosol interference is reduced by using the si-
multaneously measured O2 slant column density, which is
proportional to the optical path length, to compute XGHG
(Sect. 4.3).

Direct validation measurements of the CLARS-FTS re-
trievals by independent method(s) would usefully comple-
ment the assessments of data precision and accuracy given
in Tables 2 and 3. Wunch et al. (2010) used in situ air-
craft measurements from the surface to high altitude along
the line of sight to calibrate the measurements from four
TCCON stations against World Meteorological Organiza-
tion (WMO) standards. A similar approach could be applied,
in principle, to the CLARS-FTS measurements, but the ad-
ditional optical path from the surface to the measurement
site complicates this approach. Independent measurements
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Table 3.Estimated measurement accuracya.

Error sources XCO2 XCH4 XCO

Spectroscopic line parameters, pressure, temperature profilesb
∼1.1 % ∼4.0 % ∼2.0 %

Light path calculationc <1.0 % <1.0 % <1.0 %
Instrument line shaped <1.0 % <1.0 % <1.0 %
Total uncertainty from all error sources <3.1 % <6.0 % <4.0 %

a The discussion of measurement accuracy estimation is introduced in Sect. 4.5.2.b Based on the uncertainty of TCCON
measurements prior to applying calibration factors (Wunch et al., 2010, 2011).c Refer to the measured XGHG uncertainty
arising from the remaining impacts of aerosol that were not removed by the approach of computing XGHG in Sect. 4.3.d Refer
to the differences between measured and theoretical line shape functions in Sect. 2.2.4.

that would meet the accuracy requirements of CLARS-
FTS validation/calibration are not currently available but are
planned for the future.

5 Future developments

Several improvements will be incorporated into future ver-
sions of the CLARS-FTS retrieval algorithm. These include
(1) incorporation of a more advanced radiative transfer model
which accounts explicitly for aerosol scattering to retrieve
aerosol properties and for more robust data filtering (abso-
lute radiometric calibration of the FTS is being implemented
to make use of this approach); (2) fine adjustment of target
coordinates and the pointing system model to improve geolo-
cation; (3) incorporation of line mixing and improved spec-
tral line parameters to reduce systematic errors in the fitting
residuals; and (4) calibration of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO re-
trievals using aircraft and balloon in situ profiles traceable to
WMO standards.

6 Conclusions

We have developed an automated atmospheric observatory
to measure the GHG emissions over Los Angles basin, Cal-
ifornia. Near-infrared solar absorption spectra have been ac-
quired continuously since May 2010. The slant column den-
sities of GHG and O2, which were obtained from spectral fits,
were utilized to compute the column-averaged GHG VMR
(XCO2, XCH4, and XCO). The quality of spectral fits and
the measurement precisions are estimated using the measure-
ments on 3 and 18 January 2013 under clear-sky conditions.
The spectral fitting residuals of individual spectral segments
were dominated by the random noise, with RMS of fitting
residuals being better than 0.3 % and 0.5 % for the measure-
ments above CLARS site and LA basin targets. The system-
atic fitting residuals are less than 0.5 %. They are attributed
to uncertainties in the GHG spectroscopic line strengths and
air-broadened width parameters and uncertainties in the disk-
integrated solar spectra. Compared to the background lev-
els, XCO2 over Santa Anita Park and west Pasadena shows
higher values (6.26 ppm and 6.11 ppm) and presents stronger

diurnal cycles than those measurements over the CLARS
site. The precisions of retrieved XCO2, XCH4, and XCO
over the CLARS site are 0.09, 0.14 and 1.94 %, respectively.
For the measurements over LA basin targets (Santa Anita
Park and west Pasadena), the precisions of retrieved XCO2,
XCH4, and XCO are 0.16 and 0.22 %, 0.26 and 0.48 %, and
4.10 and 8.04 %, respectively. The high measurement preci-
sions of CLARS-FTS provide the capabilities of capturing
the diurnal variations of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO over LA
basin targets and the differences among the LA basin targets.
The calibration of XCO2, XCH4, and XCO retrievals using
aircraft in situ profiles will be accomplished in the near fu-
ture.

Supplementary material related to this article is
available online athttp://www.atmos-meas-tech.net/7/
713/2014/amt-7-713-2014-supplement.pdf.
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